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Hi s to Ry
They are frozen in time and sometimes deceptively real. Perpetuated in stone or bronze,
looking over water, streets, parks or squares, dog statues can be found all over the world.

Dog Statues
The Border Collie in Bronze
Text and illustrations by
“RUSWARP” (pronounced Russup)
Border Collie (1976-’90) by Joel “Jo” Walker
Charming Places
In the north of England, Northern Rail trains connect the
towns of Settle and Carlisle. One of the stations on the route
is Garsdale Head, a hamlet in southeast Cumbria, within the
Yorkshire Dales National
Park. There are 18 working
farms in the Garsdale Valley.
Because of the elevation and
high annual rainfall (up to
100 inches), only hay and
silage can be grown, so all
the farms raise stock.
On the southbound platform of Garsdale’s train station is a life-size bronze
statue of a Border Collie
named
Ruswarp
(pronounced Russup).

Ria HöRteR

together by train to Garsdale, their base for long daily walks
in the Lake District mountains and hills.
The protests were successful. In 1989, the plan to close
the line was dropped.
In January 1990, Nuttall and Ruswarp travelled on a return ticket from their hometown of Burnley, to Llandrindod
Wells in Wales, where he planned to walk in the Welsh
mountains. Neither returned from the mountains.
Intelligence and Courage

Nuttall’s neighbors notified the police, and rescue
teams searched the Elan Valley, but without success, despite a great deal of attention
in the press, and posters distributed in the region. On
April 7, 1990, David Clarke,
a hiker and mountaineer,
found Nuttall’s body by a
mountain stream. Next to
him sat 14-year-old RusThe Story
warp. The dog who had
Behind Ruswarp
guarded his master’s body
Ruswarp at the Garsdale Station in Cumbria.
for 11 cold winter weeks was
In the 1980s, Graham Nutso weak he had to be carried
tall, a quiet 41-year-old from Burnley, Lancashire, became from the hills. He was cared for by a local veterinarian
a co-founder and first secretary of The Friends of the Set- whose bill was paid by the Royal Society for the Prevention
tle-Carlisle Line (FoSCL), a movement protesting the of Cruelty to Animals. The RSPCA also awarded Ruswarp
threatened termination of the train line between Settle and the Animal Medallion and Collar for Vigilance, and the AnCarlisle. Both Nuttall and Ruswarp, who regularly rode the imal Plaque for Intelligence and Courage.
route, signed a petition against cancellation of the 73-mile
Ruswarp lived long enough to attend Nuttall’s funeral.
line. Man and dog were inseparable and traveled frequently Witnesses reported that the dog was quiet and calm during

The statue is placed so that Ruswarp appears to be looking in the
direction of the hills where he had walked so often with his master.
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style of working, a description that matches the working style
of today’s Border Collies. Many dog breeds are jobless now,
but in England – on hill farms in areas such as the Lake District,
the Scottish Highlands, and Snowdonia in Wales – one can still
enjoy the sight of large flocks of sheep driven by Border Collies. Up and down, over the hilltops to the sheep fold. A perpetual-motion machine through the ages.
Local Types

Ruswarp’s Statue at the Renovated Garsdale Station.

the service, but as the curtains were closed around the coffin,
he let out a long, muffled howl.
Bronze Statue
The organization that had kept the trains running, The Friends
of the Settle-Carlisle Line, collected money in remembrance of
Nuttall, and to commemorate Ruswarp with a life-size bronze
statue to be placed in a prominent position at Garsdale station.
Thanks to major investments by the Settle-Carlisle company,
the restored station of Garsdale was re-opened and Ruswarp’s
statue unveiled on April 11, 2009. A small plaque tells the story
of Graham Nuttall and his faithful dog.
The statue is placed so that Ruswarp appears to be looking in
the direction of the hills where he had walked so often with his
master. Mark Rand of The Friends of the Settle-Carlisle Line
remarked to the audience of around 300: “This is the silver lining to a very bittersweet story.”
Today, more than 25 years after the threatened closure of the
line, train passengers enjoy the spectacular scenery, and freight
trains travel the route around the clock. The dispute with British
Rail about closing the line, the subsequent repair of the tunnels
and viaducts, the restoration of Garsdale station and the statue’s
unveiling got a lot of attention in the British press.
In 2014, the Eden Brewery in Cumbria introduced Ruswarp
Ale to mark 25 years since the Settle-Carlisle line was saved
from closure – a tribute to man’s best friend, the dog.
Something About the Border Collie
At the end of the 16th century, an English physician and pioneer naturalist, Dr. John Caius, described the “shepherd’s dog”

The breed’s name is derived not only from the border of England and Scotland, but also from a sheep breed that has a black
head and black legs, the “coalleys” or black-faced sheep described in the Agricultural Dictionary, published in 1743. The
dogs herding and driving these sheep were called “coalleysdogs” or “coally dogs.”
At the beginning of the 19th century, there were not only border collies but also Scottish collies, Highland collies, Welsh
grey sheepdogs, Smithfield sheepdogs, Welsh hillmen, Cumberland sheepdogs, Dorset blues, Welsh black-and-tan sheepdogs, bobtailed sheepdogs and probably more local types.
Many famous dog writers mentioned the Highland “colleys”
or collies, and sheep-dogs in their articles and books. William
Youatt in The Dog (1886) and Rawdon B. Lee in Modern Dogs
(1894) are examples. Today, the Border Collie is among the top
20 most popular breeds in Britain.
The Border Collie originated as a member of a large group of
herding dogs – long-haired, rough-haired and smooth, and in
many colors. The breed is intelligent, faithful, inquisitive, agile,
and has an inexhaustible energy and will to please. The legendary tri-colored male Old Hemp (1893-1901), bred by Adam
Telfer in Northumberland, is considered to be the foundation of
today’s Border Collie.
The Xculptor
Ruswarp’s statue in Garsdale is the creation of Joel (Jo)
Walker, also known as JOEL. She grew up in the Welsh Borders
and, after studying zoology at the University of Exeter, has been
working professionally for more than 20 years. Her highly detailed work is exhibited throughout Britain and has received
many awards, including one for the statue of Ruswarp. JOEL
specializes in bird and animal figures. Examples of her work
are available to view and for sale on her gallery site:
animalsculpture.co.uk.
A retired bookseller and publisher, Ria Hörter is a dog writer
from The Netherlands. She is the contributing editor of the leading Dutch National Dog Magazine Onze Hond (Our Dogs) and
works for the Dutch Kennel Club and the Welsh Springer
Spaniel Club of the Netherlands, of which she was one of the
founders. She was nominated twice and a finalist in the 2009
Annual Writing Competition of the Dog Writers Association of
America, for her articles in Dogs in Canada. On April 12, 2014,
she was awarded the Dutch Cynology Gold Emblem of Honour.
The award was presented by the Dutch Kennel Club.
For more information visit: riahorter.com
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